
Affected Products of Express5800 Series (100 Series)                                                          Dec 26, 2019

Product name: Express5800/ Shipping status Scheduled date of Firmware release

D120h Being shipped SA-00240/00270/00271/00280: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

E120g-M Shipping stopped
SA-00240/00280: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

SA-00255: affected <NIC-FW:Being investigated>

E120f-M Shipping stopped SA-00240: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

E120e-M Shipping stopped SA-00240: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

R120h-2M Being shipped

SA-00240/00270/00271/00280: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

SA-00241: affected <SPS-FW:Being investigated>

SA-00255: affected <NIC-FW:Being investigated>

R120g-2M Shipping stopped
SA-00240/00280: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

SA-00255: affected <NIC-FW:Being investigated>

R120f-2M Shipping stopped SA-00240: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

R120e-2M Shipping stopped SA-00240: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

R120h-2E Being shipped

SA-00240/00270/00271/00280: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

SA-00241: affected <SPS-FW:Being investigated>

SA-00255: affected <NIC-FW:Being investigated>

R120g-2E Shipping stopped
SA-00240/00280: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

SA-00255: affected <NIC-FW:Being investigated>

R120f-2E Shipping stopped SA-00240: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

R120e-2E Shipping stopped SA-00240: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

R120h-1M Being shipped

SA-00240/00270/00271/00280: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

SA-00241: affected <SPS-FW:Being investigated>

SA-00255: affected <NIC-FW:Being investigated>

R120g-1M Shipping stopped
SA-00240/00280: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

SA-00255: affected <NIC-FW:Being investigated>

R120f-1M Shipping stopped SA-00240: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

R120e-1M Shipping stopped SA-00240: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

R120h-1E Being shipped

SA-00240/00270/00271/00280: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

SA-00241: affected <SPS-FW:Being investigated>

SA-00255: affected <NIC-FW:Being investigated>

R120g-1E Shipping stopped
SA-00240/00280: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

SA-00255: affected <NIC-FW:Being investigated>

R120f-1E Shipping stopped SA-00240: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

R120e-1E Shipping stopped SA-00240: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

R110i-1 Being shipped SA-00220: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

T120h Being shipped

SA-00240/00270/00271/00280: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

SA-00241: affected <SPS-FW:Being investigated>

SA-00255: affected <NIC-FW:Being investigated>

T120g Shipping stopped
SA-00240/00280: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

SA-00255: affected <NIC-FW:Being investigated>

T120f Shipping stopped SA-00240: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

T120e Shipping stopped SA-00240: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

T110i-S Being shipped SA-00220: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

T110i Being shipped SA-00220: affected <BIOS:Being investigated>

After the system BIOS is published, the download information will be described on this list. 

・Note for applying BIOS update: 

Before obtaining and applying BIOS update , please make sure to check the BIOS version of the product you use, 
and apply the latest version of the BIOS update that have been released after the mitigating measure against 
vulnerability was taken. 

http://support.express.nec.co.jp/pcserver/category/download.html

